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He slumped to the floor, caught abruptly by his bended knees, and began to weep: 

sobs so hard his entire body shook. I strained to hear the words through his emotion.  

Opening my eyes (which I learned in Sunday School you’re never supposed to do 

during prayer), I saw the auditorium full of people with hands held high- unabated  by 

others’ reactions- crying out to God. Finally I could make out what he was saying. Over 

and over he repeated, “God, give ME more of your Spirit!” 
Francis Chan, author of Crazy Love, Forgotten God, and Erasing Hell had no profound 

theological points for the near 6,000 staff in attendance; there was no outline full of 

alliteration, or catchy quotes. And yet, through his transparency, he literally ushered 

us into the presence of a living, holy and active God. 

The conference included exceptional speakers, reuniting with many friends, and an 

atmosphere of encouragement among all the staff members there. Nate and I saw 

our intimacy with the Lord deepened, and our vision for ministry renewed. 

 

Name Change 

You may have heard recently that Campus Crusade for Christ is changing its name to 

Cru. We’re excited about the name and the opportunities it offers to tell the world 

about Jesus Christ.  

If, by chance you’ve wondered about what you’ve heard in the media let me share a few thoughts: 

1. The problematic words in the name were Campus and Crusade. The term "Campus" has not represented the full 

scope of our mission for many years. The word "Crusade" carries negative connotations that serve as barriers to 

connecting people with the heart of Jesus.  

2. Our mission remains the same: To help fulfill the Great Commission by winning, building and sending Christ-

centered multiplying disciples and to give every person a chance to say YES to Jesus. It’s the same mission that God 

gave to Bill and Vonette Bright in 1951. We believe that our new name will help us more effectively accomplish 

that mission. 

Finally let me just say thanks for linking arms with us to lift up the name of Jesus. Because of you the gospel is being 
proclaimed and people are coming to Christ. Your partnership is appreciated more than you know. 
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